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**TRICENTIS**

The continuous testing market leader with agile test management and advanced test automation optimized to support over 160+ technologies.

**RESULTS**

- > 90% Scenario Automation
- 5X Increase Speed
- > 80% Coverage

**PARTENAIRES**

- accenture
- Cognizant
- NormaSys
- Neotys
- isobar
- Axcient
- Atos

**TECH ALLIANCES**

- ATLASIAN
- Microsoft
- SAP

**CUSTOMERS**

Greater than 1,800+ Customers World Wide

- 7 of the top 10 Global Banks
- 6 of the top 10 Financial Services
- 4 of the top 10 Energy/Utilities
- 8 of the top 10 Insurance Companies
- 7 of the top 10 Telcos
- 7 of the top 10 Global Services

**ANALYST RECOGNITION**

- Gartner
- Forrester

**TIMELINE**

- 2007: Founded
- 2016: LiveCompare Acquisition
- 2017: Q-up Acquisition
- 2017: Flood Acquisition
- 2018: QASymphony Merger
- 2018: Test Management
- 2019: Tricentis - RPA Launch
- 2019: LiveCompare Acquisition
- 2019: Impact Analysis

**Q-up**

Acquisition 2017
Test Data

**Flood**

Acquisition 2017
Load Testing

**QASymphony**

Merger 2018
Test Management

**Tricentis - RPA**

Launch 2019
RPA

**LiveCompare**

Acquisition 2019
Impact Analysis

**Insight Venture Partners**

Investment 2019
1800+ Enterprise Customers

Banking
- HSBC
- ANZ
- Westpac
- Bank of America
- Deutsche Bank
- Julius Bär

Travel & Hospitality
- Virgin Atlantic
- IATA
- Austrian
- IHG
- Sabre
- Southwest

Healthcare / Medical
- Essilor
- Philips
- Varian
- Bayer HealthCare
- WellCare

Financial Services
- Charles Schwab
- Money
- ICS
- Standard & Poor's

Energy
- ExxonMobil
- AGL
- Duke Energy

Manufacturing
- Toshiba
- Johnson Controls
- Siemens
- INEOS
- Lexmark
- Bosch

Insurance
- Generali
- Allianz
- Swiss Life
- Zurich
- Aegon

Telco
- Orange
- Telekom Austria Group
- Airtel

Other
- Whole Foods
- HBO
- Toyota
- Ross
- Kellogg's
- DHL
- Dolby
- Swarovski
Digital Transformation Requires...Continuous Testing
Business Leaders’ Top Concerns

Digital Transformation

Innovation

Time to Market
Digital Transformation

WHAT IMPEDES THE DELIVERY OF INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE?

Source. Computing Research, DevOps Review 2017

Test Data: 20%
Monitoring: 25%
Dev: 27%
Reviews: 30%
Deploying: 31%
Planning: 47%
Testing: 52%

Source. GitLab, Developer Survey 2018
Why Testing Impedes Innovation

COMPLEX INFRASTRUCTURE
A transaction spans a wide array of technologies

LATE DEFECT DISCOVERY
Late defect discovery derails development schedules

PROCESS CADENCE MISMATCH
Traditional testing cannot keep pace with modern development methods
DevOps Requires Continuous Testing
Tricentis **Reinvents** Software Testing for DevOps

Risk based testing

Enterprise continuous testing

End-to-end automation

Open source optimization

**We know how to modernize testing for digital transformation**
Tricentis Continuous Testing Platform

Cross Project and Portfolio Visibility

Agile Dev Testing
Open source testing and agile test management

Automated Continuous Testing
Resilient regression testing at the speed of change

Distributed Load Testing
Cloud-based performance testing labs on-demand
Recently Introduced

**A.I. Drive Impact Analysis**
Reduce test efforts for 85% through SAP impact analysis

**Resilient, Model Based RPA**
Build resilient bots for enterprise automation
Expansive Technology Support 160+

OPEN SOURCE
- Selenium
- Appium
- SoapUI
- JUnit
- Katalon
- Cucumber
- JMeter
- Gatling
- TestNG

TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT
- HTML
- .NET
- Java
- Android
- Apple
- Swift
- Angular
- React
- Node
- JavaScript
- PHP
- SQL
- Python
- Ruby
- Perl
- RPG
- SAP
- Oracle
- Microsoft
- Salesforce
- Adobe
- ServiceNow
- Pega
- Avaloq
- Finacle
- Workday
- OutSystems
- COBOL
- Fortran

DEVOPS SUPPORT
- Jira
- GitLab
- Bitbucket
- Jenkins
- TeamCity
- Puppet
- Chef
- AgileCraft
- Aha!
- GitHub
- Bamboo
- Maven
- VMware
- Windows Server
- BMC
- ServiceNow

TRICENTIS
Certification Path

- Automation Engineer I
- Automation Engineer II
- Test Design Specialist I
- Test Design Specialist II
- Test Architect I
- GIT
- Tosca Integration Developer
- API
- ASP
- qTest
- Management Overview
- Management
- Specialist
- Developer
- Engineer
- Architect
Wants to know more?

Nov 13 – 14 | Marx Halle, Vienna

Accelerate 2019
Automation @ the Speed of Change

Register
Thank You